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Hi there! I’m sparkle,

the super-deep diamond!

oh. my. god. Look at all that majorite! 
(SNiff) if only i COULD DRAW.

um, earth, how long are
you going to be in there?

occasionally?

wow. are those meant to unite our community 
and illuminate our hunting and religious rites?

No. Just Something I
saw in a cave once.

it’s simple. just lower me gently
into that active volcano.

ok, but I don’t think
we have enough rope.

yo, Athanasius. what news? 

I beg to differ

fire canals. 

jargonjargon Exquisite corpse

Whatcha drinking, sparkle? oh, anything carbonated!

What is this place?

no one told us about this.

it’s called “communication gap.”

escalator.

and? 

it says “can you rephrase the question?”

m’lady. we finally received a raven.
this is not a

paid endorsement.

why are you dressed
up like that?

aren’t there any pictures?
oh right. I’m making the picture.

I’m pretending to be somewhere
else. you know, like VENICE. 

ta-da!
MEH.

that’s a lot of rabbits. mediocre.

the type is too small. 
comics. at agu. really?

This isn’t a figure of any kind.

hey! I FOUND SOME CHEESE!

ooh. thanks!

hmm?

none of this is logical

duh

hmm. this made sense
before i drew it

The deep Earth largely hidden from view

But artists and scientists speak their

own respective languages

This is the communication gap

Just getting a scientist to draw a rough

sketch on a napkin can really help

and sometimes scientists use jargon specific to their 

field of study, making it difficult for scientists from 

other disciplines to understand.

don’t lose sight of the story you’re supposed 

to tell. It’s harder than it sounds

occasionally there’s disagreement

in the scientific community

Visual references are really helpful. 

research previous figures. 

Zoom has a feature that allows participants 

to sketch over digital files. use it!

Have these things helped me? 

All of this presents challenges for collaboration

Sketches go a long way towards

bridging the communication gap

Artists, don’t be afraid to ask for a draft the

paper. The summary or abstract can help answer

questions down the road

Strategically mask questionable, unknown, or

controversial aspects of your illustration

Yes they have.

Yes.
thank you!

These mysteries have captured the imaginations

of scientists and artists for centuries

Art! Everyone can relate to it.

It transcends demographic boundar-

ies and can be surprisingly impactful

THERE ARE Some amazing examples of sci-art 

But creating a simple, well-designed

figure can be a challenge...
…especially when it comes to designing

a figure about the deep Earth

It’s huge

And Earth processes can take, well,

a really long time. 

sketches

data-driven knitting
and sculpture

Narrator: ...thus he realized his lack of 
drawing skills was his true kryptonite

this is kind of ironic

interactive exhibits

X-RAY ViSiON

Collaboration on figures via

email moves at a glacial pace

rimshot

google

google

google

Using video chats can save

an enormous amount of time 

figure drafts,
beer caps


